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What I will be covering: 
 

1.  What we are teaching wrong about writing 
2. Writing 101 
3. Where teaching writing Should start from 
4. My method for academic essay writing 
5.  Student examples 
6. Walking you through actually doing it 



We teach writing the wrong way. 
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Writing Fiction and Writing Academic Essays have 
more in common than people think. 

Both Must: 

•  Be understandable 
•  Have a beginning, middle, and end 
•  Have a point to it 
•  Stay focused the entire way through and not wander 
•  Make sense 
•  Follow genre conventions 
•  Use appropriate language (tone/mood, grammar/vocabulary) 



How SHOULD 

Writing Be Taught? 



Like Students Are 
Writing Fiction 



Writing 101 - The Structure of a Story. All good stories should have: 
    

•  a beginning, middle, and end (even if it takes 12 volumes to get there) 
•  a plot (how you get from the beginning to the end without boring the reader to tears) 
•  conflict of some kind (internal or external—they gotta fight with themselves or others, or 

there’s no story to tell) 
•  characters (ones who have an arc, be it for good or evil (see Darth Vader)) 
•  relationships (of any kind, lovers, friends, family, bffs, frenemies) 
•  an antagonist and a protagonist (they can be the same person, though it’s hard to pull 

off well) 
•  description (not too much *eyeballs the historicals* and not too little *side-eyes some 

contemporaries*) 
•  setting (may or may not be explicitly stated, but clues as to what century and what 

planet is helpful) 
•  a climax (even if you don’t write sex, your story should have an ultimate point to it, a 

reason for existing—that’s a climax) 
•  some kind of wrap up (be it HEA or a horribly tear jerky mess at the end (see the newest 

“A Star is Born”)) 



Writing 101 - The Structure of an Essay. All good essays should have: 
    

•  a beginning, middle, and end 
•  one topic (how you get from the beginning to the end) 
•  evidence supporting your side for/against from the passages 
•  evidence supporting your side from your own life 
•  description (not too much and not too little) 
•  type, and stick to it (argumentative, narrative, persuasive, etc.) 
•  a thesis (this is different from a topic) 
•  some kind of wrap up  



"The 5 Most Common Writing Mistakes 
that Break Reader Immersion" by Jefferson Smith 

 
"When we draw a graph of the WTF frequencies...I was absolutely shocked to 
see the following results. Yes, mechanical editing is the single most common 
WTF type...But as a group...accounting for only 25% of all the WTFs.  
Instead, problems with the way the story is being 
told are...accounting for almost half (44%) of all the WTFs. And problems with 
the planning or design of the story account for an additional third (31%).  
So, combined, 75% of the problems...were for issues that have nothing to do 
with copy editing.” ...  
“So if you weren’t previously aware that readers pay attention to story logic, 
details of your invented worlds, realistic character behaviors, and so on, don’t 
allow yourself to continue being that kind of author. Become aware.” 



The LAST thing any essay writer needs is to begin by being freaked out about 
grammar, spelling, and punctuation. In both HiSet and GED rubrics, English 
conventions are at the END of the list. You can have perfect grammar, 
accurate spelling, not one punctuation mistake, and fail the essay/extended 
response portion. 
 
Questions that should be asked and solved first: 
•  Did you answer the prompt? 
•  Did you make sense? 
•  Did you back up what you are saying with evidence/examples? 
 
Teaching them global, macro, in scope. Beginning with narrow specifics will 
not help them learn how to write. ONLY when students can accomplish those 
should we even bother teaching them correct grammar, spelling, and 
punctuation. 



My Method For A First Time Student Essay 
1.  I hand them a sample prompt, tell them to read the directions, and just write. I 

tell them, this is my way of understanding what they need me to teach them. 
2.  I do not explain anything else. They can take the whole class time, however, they 

cannot use any reference materials, their cell phones, or school laptops. It must 
be written by hand. 

3.  What I learn from this: 
a)  How closely they read directions. 
b)  How well they can read. 
c)  If they understand the concept of paragraphs and sentences. 
d)  How they organize their thoughts. 
e)  What their spelling is like. 
f)  If they are a native English speaker. 
g)  Did they understand what they were asked to do? 
h)  Do they remember/understand anything about essay writing? 
i)  How difficult this is going to be, based on how long it takes to finish. 



What Do I Do Next? 
 
It completely depends upon what part of essay writing they 
were weak at: 

READING THE PROMPT CORRECTLY – Following 
Directions – Organization/Outlines – Introductions – 
Quoting and Paraphrasing Evidence – Paragraphing – 
Sentence Structure… 

 
Every “lesson” is not a lesson, but an individual conference. 
(Having LOTS of HiSet/GED prompts at the ready is a 
necessity.) 



The LARGEST part of teaching writing is teaching them to self-
edit their own work. The ability to see their own mistakes is crucial 
to passing any essay portion of any test. 

The best tool is a one-on-one conference. The first things to fix 
must be global in concept. Only when those are fixed can specifics 
be addressed. 
The second best tool is for students to read their finished essays 
out loud. All students, even ELL, can hear mistakes in the writing 
when it's spoken. They don't know what sounds odd, but they 
know it's wrong and needs to be fixed. 



Now… 
            Let’s put this into practice 
 
 
 
 

yes, I do teachings and trainings 
julie@julielyork.com 

 

yes, the pdf is available 
www.julielyork.com/mpaea 

(no, it isn’t totally up to date) 


